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Article 12
Presentator: Hi, guys, what do you think about the last news related
to Julio Iglesias?
Ana Rocío: She is the 20th girlfriend, only this year!!!!
Laura: He changes girlfriends more than his own clothes!
María R: It seems a sex addiction.
P: And what about Cristiano Ronaldo?
AR: Are you talking about his taxes concerns or about the other thing?
Hahaha
L: He should close his zip or his wallet at least… hahaha
MR: You have to know that…...I've been with him.
L: Prove it!!!
MR: I cannot but….never mind.
P: And what about Angelina Jolie?
MR: If she keeps adopting kids, she'd  better build a school.
L: Someone told me that she has a new boyfriend and she will adopt
another kid.
AR: All these comments are examples of violations of the Article 12,
which proclaims (...).

The article 12 of the Universal Declaration of human rights proclaims
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy,
family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and
reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against
such interference or attacks.
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Article 13 and 14
Military: Stop, please. I said “Stop”.  What are you doing?
Gonzalo: I would like to cross the border.
M: Where is your passport?
G: I don't have any passport.
M: How much money do you have? Where is your family? Why are you
wearing so dirty clothes?
G: Does it matter, where I come from or which clothes I am wearing? You
have to treat me as a human being. 
M: Who says that?
G: There is a human right which says so. 
M: This is not true.
M: What's up?
UNO Representative: Dear Sir, according to the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the Article 13 proclaims: “Everyone has the right (...)”.
G: This scene we've just seen happens very often nowadays. In order to
finish with these kinds of violations, we should work together: like this, we
could have a fairer world.
My name is Rabat Manout, I am a 3rd year student of Engineering at
Caracas University. I’ve collaborated with the Students Union and, for the
last three months, I've been sleeping in different places every night. The
government of my country prosecutes me because of my ideas. I need
asylum since I think my life is in danger.    

The article 13 of the Universal Declaration of human rights proclaims
(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the
borders of each state.
(2) Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to
return to his country.
Article 14: Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries
asylum from persecution.This right may not be invoked in the case of
prosecutions genuinely arising from non-political crimes or from acts
contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.
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Article 15
Foreigner. -Excuse me, could you help me with this nationality test?
I’ve tried it but it’s very difficult.-
Spanish. -I see that you aren’t Spanish. OK, I’ll help you-
Foreigner. -All right, the first one is how many times Spain has
presided the European Council
Spanish. -Spain is a very important country in the European Union
and it always has been the President
Foreigner. -Who was the first president of Spain after the Spanish
Democracy in 1978?
Spanish. -Of course, he was Donald Trump
Foreigner. -How is the canarian weather like?
Spanish. -Hmm….. Chinese weather? Now, Chinese are buying
everything hehehe
Foreigner. -Who was the Spanish king who ruled the largest territory
known in 1580?
Spanish. -The Queen Victory invaded Africa…
Foreigner. -How many times has Spain reformed its Constitution to
meet European guidelines?
Spanish. -Spain has never changed anything for anyone, it is Europe
that has adapted to Spain.

The article 15 of the Universal Declaration of human rights proclaims
(1) Everyone has the right to a nationality.
(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor denied the
right to change his nationality.
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Article 16
(In Gonzalo’s house)
ANA: Gonzalo, I have great news for you!
GONZALO: What is it?  
ANA: Yesterday I talked with Alba’s parents and… You are going to
marry her!! Isn’t  it  fantastic? She is the perfect wife for you. She is
intelligent, she has got two degrees and her family has a high social
standing.
GONZALO: What did you say? Mum, I have to tell you an important
thing… I’ve fallen in love with MOISES and I don’t want to marry with
whom I don’t want to share my entire life. 
ANA: Moisésssss?????? He is a boy!! This will destroy our reputation.
Alba it is the best option for you if you love your family.
GONZALO: Mum you don’t know anything about him. 
ANA: I have the last word and I’ve said you will marry Alba. It is all
organised. Forget Moises forever
GONZALO: Mother is my life and I believe that I’ve the right to choose
the person with whom I’ll get married. 
ANA:  You probably  HAVE THE RIGHT BUT I’M YOUR MOTHER AND YOU
WILL DO WHAT I SAID. I also invited Alba’s family to prepare all the
wedding so act like you are charming with the idea.
 (Ring the bell)
LAURA: Good morning future family!
ANA : Good morning
(Ana le da un codazo a Gonzalo para que conteste)
Gonzalo: emm Good morning!
ALBA: Mum, I don’t want to do this, I don't want it.  Please stop. Stop
mum.
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GONZALO: I think the same as you. We can make our own decision
without you.
LAURA: You don’t think what you said you are too young to understand
this situation. This is for your own sake, for your future.
ANA: Exactly, we are your mums and if we said you have to get married
it is because is the best option for your future.
ALBA: It isn’t true, you only think in your own benefits. You can’t FORCE
US.
ANA: YOU ARE A….(they begin to figh)
(MOI apear)
MOISÉS: (Hi has piece of paper in his hand) Please stop! ANA, if your son
doesn’t want to do  this, you can’t force him.
ALBA: Mum, Ana, Moisés is right 
MOISÉS: I can prove it. The article 16.1 proclaims:

16.1. Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race,
nationality or religion, have the right to marry and to found a family.
They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage, during marriage and at
its dissolution.



Article 17
Narrator: Alba comes back home after several months away and she
realizes that her keys  don't work.
Alba: What's up? Is there anyone there? Opennnnnnnnn the door!!!!!
Celeste: Yes, who's this?
A: The owner of this house. And who are you?
Laura: Who is making us this fuss? Go away!!!!
C: Shut up! This could be the real owner of the flat.
A: Of course I am.
C: There wasn't anyone when we came in and…. also….we have our
small businesses here, madam.
L: Where are the joints?
A: What???? What are you talking about??? This is my home and you
have to return it.
C: Be quiet, shut up, Laura. No one can hear you!!!
A: Either you get out or I am gonna call the police.
C: Call whoever you want, silly woman.
L: Close the door, Celeste. 
A: This is definitely a violation of Article 17 which proclaims “(...)”. 

The article 17 of the Universal Declaration of human rights proclaims
(1) Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in
association with others.
(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.
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Thanks for being so patient,

understanding, tolerant and

openminded!

Writed and performed by students of IES Elcano!
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